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Why Should We Care About Development Finance? ...because it's our money!          January 19, 2018

The Murky Business of Ease of Doing Business Ranking
In a major revelation, Paul Romer, the chief economist of World Bank apologized to Chile for
changes to the Ease of Doing reports methodology which conveyed the wrong impression of the
business environment under the socialist regime of President Michelle Bachelet. Chile’s overall
ranking fluctuated between 25th and 57th between the capitalist and socialist regimes. Chile
scored poorly on a newly introduced index in paying taxes which resulted in slipping of their
ranking from 33rd in the world to 120th for that index. Read more...

53 development
experts call the bluff
on IMF’s social
protection
Over fifty renowned economists,
academics and development experts
from across the world
recently wrote to the Executive
Board of the International
Monetary Fund to express concern
over the IMF “independent”
evaluation of The IMF and social
protection, and its
recommendations approved by IMF
Board in July 2017. Read more...

CSOs call for
accountability and
disclosure from AIIB on
its FI Investments
Representatives from CSOs from all
over the world have written
a letter this week to the AIIB,
drawing urgent attention to rising
concerns of AIIB’s investments
through Financial
Intermediaries. Read more... 

Banking on
Accountability and
Transparency
PSBs are not just financial
institutions. They have a broader
mandate. Neither should they be
aimed at only profit-maximisation,
nor should their performance be
judged solely based on that. Thus
emerges the need for
comprehensive banking
policy. Read more... 
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